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Today we will delight you with the second master class of the Girl G8, more precisely, you will
please you with the leading paper MK Olga Greece, author of the blog decamir, in which you will find
many creative ideas, including on preparing for holidays with children.

We remind you that in our Blogomamov team of joint preparation for the International Women's Day
you will have a lot of interesting things, namely master classes from magnificent needlewomen in
such techniques like knitting, patchwork / quilt, scrapbooking and others. Crafts from paper by
March 8: Wood Fairy

In order to make such a fairy, we will need:

 Round wooden ball with a diameter of 2.5 cm with a hole in the center (a wooden ball with a hole
can be bought in deco stores. You can replace it with any other ball (for example, foam) and make a
hole in it),
  Color corrugated paper
  a little ordinary paper
  Wire,
  Termoklay
  Common paper glue (I prefer bilateral scotch),
  pliers,
  tweezers,
  scissors,
  ruler,
  pencil,
  Printer (to print the template).

Print the template. Cut and glue a cone.

Cut the strip of blue corrugated paper 17 by 7.5 cm. If Paper is died, swing it.

Slit blue paper in the shape of a cylinder. Twist the cylinder on one side in such a way that the form
of a glass is turned out.
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Singing a bit of thermoclause on the tip of the cone, stick the cylinder into a glass.

Cut six petals from green corrugated paper. With the help of a thermal shift the petals. Enclose the
wooden ball so that the tip of the glass walked inside the ball.

From now on, I used only thermocons.

 Hair

Cut 10 lanes of yellow corrugated paper 11 per 1 cm. Twisted the flap of the flagella: at the edges
are stronger, in the middle is weaker. Watch your hair on your head. Watch that there is no empty
seats.

 Wreath

Twist a firbean from a green paper strip (11 by 2 cm). Slash the flagellum into the ring and shoot on
the head. Twist the grinding lumps of corrugated paper, and with the help of a tweezer, shift on the
wreath. Arms

Cut the wire with a long 17 cm and strip of blue corrugated paper (17 by 2 cm). Twist harness with
wire in the center, tide wire tips and generate. Stick on the back for the petals. On the scene of the
palm of the tiny pieces of pieces of bodily color.

 Wings

Cut the wings according to the template. Twist the wings in the center and turn on the back.

 Eight

From the strip of corrugated paper 21 by 2 cm twist the harness and glue in the form of the eight.
Insert into the hands (do not incur).

Pencils draw the features of the face.

Remove the remnants of the glue. If necessary, straighten the paper.

Paper handicraft Forest Fairy for March 8 is ready!

I wish you creative success!
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